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Abstract

In the language-theoretic approach to refinement verification, we check that the language of traces
of an implementation all belong to the language of a specification. We consider the refinement
verification problem for asynchronous programs against specifications given by a Dyck language. We
show that this problem is EXPSPACE-complete – the same complexity as that of language emptiness
and for refinement verification against a regular specification. Our algorithm uses several technical
ingredients. First, we show that checking if the coverability language of a succinctly described vector
addition system with states (VASS) is contained in a Dyck language is EXPSPACE-complete. Second,
in the more technical part of the proof, we define an ordering on words and show a downward
closure construction that allows replacing the (context-free) language of each task in an asynchronous
program by a regular language. Unlike downward closure operations usually considered in infinite-
state verification, our ordering is not a well-quasi-ordering, and we have to construct the regular
language ab initio. Once the tasks can be replaced, we show a reduction to an appropriate VASS and
use our first ingredient. In addition to the inherent theoretical interest, refinement verification with
Dyck specifications captures common practical resource usage patterns based on reference counting,
for which few algorithmic techniques were known.
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1 Introduction

Asynchronous programs are a common programming idiom for multithreaded shared memory
concurrency. An asynchronous program executes tasks atomically; each task is a sequential
recursive program that can read or write some shared state, emit events (such as calling an
API), and, in addition, can spawn an arbitrary number of new tasks for future execution. A
cooperative scheduler iteratively picks a previously spawned task and executes it atomically
to completion. Asynchronous programs occur in many software systems with stringent
correctness requirements. At the same time, they form a robustly decidable class of infinite-
state systems closely aligned with other concurrency models. Thus, algorithmic verification
of asynchronous programs has received a lot of attention from both theoretical and applied
perspectives [25, 13, 10, 8, 9, 15, 11, 16, 20].

We work in the language-theoretic setting, where we treat asynchronous programs as
generators of languages, and reduce verification questions to decision problems on these
languages. Thus, an execution of a task yields a word over the alphabet of its events and task
names. An execution of the asynchronous program concatenates the words of executing tasks
and further ensures that any task executing in the concatenation was spawned before and
not already executed. The trace of an execution projects the word to the alphabet of events
and the language of the program is the set of all traces. With this view, reachability or safety
verification questions reduce to language emptiness, and refinement verification reduces to
language inclusion of a program in a given specification language over the alphabet of events.

We consider the language inclusion problem for asynchronous programs when the spe-
cification language is given by a Dyck language. Our main result shows that this problem is
EXPSPACE-complete. The language emptiness problem for asynchronous programs, as well as
language inclusion in a regular language, are already EXPSPACE-complete [10]. Thus, there
is no increase in complexity even when the specifications are Dyck languages. However, as
we shall see below, our proof of membership in EXPSPACE requires several new ingredients.

In addition to the inherent language-theoretic interest, the problem is motivated by the
practical “design pattern” of reference counting and barrier synchronization in concurrent
event-driven programs. In this pattern, each global shared resource maintains a counter of
how many processes have access to it. Before working with the shared resource, a task acquires
access to the resource by incrementing a counter (the reference count). Later, a possibly
different task can release the resource by decrementing the reference count. When the count
is zero, the system can garbage collect the resource. For example, device drivers in the kernel
maintain such reference counts, and there are known bugs arising out of incorrect handling of
reference counts [21]. Here is a small snippet that shows the pattern in asynchronous code:

start : { t := inc(); if (t) spawn(work); }
// arbitrarily many requests may start concurrently

work : { in this code, we can assert that the reference count is positive ;
spawn(cleanup); }

cleanup : { dec(); if zeroref() { garbage collect the resource }}

Here, inc and dec increment and decrement the reference count associated with a shared
resource, inc succeeds if the resource has not been garbage collected. spawn starts a new
task, and zeroref checks if the reference count is zero. There are three tasks, start, work,
and cleanup; each invocation of a task executes atomically. Initially, an arbitrary number of
start tasks are spawned.

Our goal is to ensure the device is not garbage collected while some instance of work is
pending. Intuitively, the reason for this is clear: each work is spawned by a previous start
that takes a reference count and this reference is held until a later cleanup runs. However,
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it is difficult for automated model checking tools to perform this reasoning, and existing
techniques require manual annotations of invariants [11, 15]. Dyck languages allow specifying
correct handling of reference counts [1], and our algorithm provides as a special case an
algorithmic analysis of correct reference counting for asynchronous programs.

Since there is a simple reduction from language emptiness to inclusion, we immediately
inherit EXPSPACE-hardness. Let us therefore focus on the challenges in obtaining an
EXPSPACE upper bound. The EXPSPACE algorithm for language emptiness proceeds as
follows (see [10, 20]). First, we can ignore the alphabet of events and only consider words
over the alphabet of task names. Second, we notice that (non-)emptiness is preserved if we
“lose” some spawns along an execution; this allows us to replace the language of each task by
its downward closure. By general results about well-quasi orderings, the downward closure is
a regular language which, moreover, has a succinct representation. Thus, we can reduce the
language emptiness problem to checking (coverability) language emptiness of an associated
vector addition system with states (VASS). This problem can be solved in EXPSPACE, by a
result of Rackoff [22].

Unfortunately, this outline is not sufficient in our setting. First, unlike for language
emptiness or regular language inclusion, we cannot simply replace tasks with their downward
closures (w.r.t. the subword ordering). While we can drop spawns as before, dropping letters
from the event alphabet does not preserve membership in a Dyck language. Second, even if
each handler is regular, we are left with checking if a VASS language is contained in a Dyck
language. We provide new constructions to handle these challenges.

Our starting point is the characterization of inclusion in Dyck languages [23]: A language L
is not included in a Dyck language if and only if there is a word w ∈ L with either an offset
violation (number of open brackets does not match the number of closed brackets), a dip
violation (some prefix with more closed brackets than open ones), or a mismatch violation
(an open bracket of one kind matched with a closed bracket of a different kind).

Checking VASS Language Inclusion. Our first technical construction shows how to check
language inclusion of a VASS coverability language in a Dyck language in EXPSPACE. (In a
coverability language, acceptance is defined by reaching a final control state.) In fact, our
result carries over when the control states of the VASS are succinctly represented, for example
by using transducers and binary encodings of numbers.

We first check that the VASS language is offset-uniform, that is, every word in the
language has exactly the same offset (difference between open brackets and closed brackets),
and that this offset is actually zero. (If this condition is not true, there is already an offset
violation.) We show that the offset of every prefix of a word in any offset-uniform VASS
language is bounded by a doubly exponential number, and therefore, this number can be
tracked by adding double exponentially bounded counters (as in Lipton’s construction [18])
in the VASS itself. Moreover, we can reduce the checking of dip or mismatch violations
to finding a marked Dyck factor : an infix of the form #w#̄ for a Dyck word w. Finally,
for offset-uniform VASS, finding a marked Dyck factor reduces to coverability in succinctly
represented VASS, which can be checked in EXPSPACE [2]. Offset uniformity is important –
finding a marked Dyck factor in an arbitrary VASS language is equivalent to VASS reachability,
which is Ackermann-complete [7, 17]. In fact, checking whether a given VASS language is
included in the set of prefixes of the one-letter Dyck language is already equivalent to VASS
reachability (see the long version of the paper for a proof).

ICALP 2023
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A consequence of our result is that given a VASS coverability language K and a reachability
language (i.e. acceptance requires all counters to be zero in the end) L of a deterministic
VASS, deciding whether K ⊆ L is EXPSPACE-complete. This is in contrast (but not in
contradiction1) to recent Ackermann-completeness results for settings where both K and L

are drawn from subclasses of VASS coverability languages [6].

Downward Closure of Tasks. Next, we move to asynchronous programs. We define a
composite ordering on words that is a combination of two different orderings: the subword
ordering for task names, and the syntactic preorder on the events projected to a single set
{x, x̄} of Dyck letters. In our case, the latter means a word u is less than v iff they both
have the same offset, but v has at most the dip of u. The composite order is defined so as
to preserve the existence of marked Dyck factors. In contrast to the subword ordering, this
(composite) ordering is not a well-quasi-ordering (since, e.g., x̄x, x̄x̄xx, x̄x̄x̄xxx, . . . forms
an infinite descending chain). Nevertheless, our most difficult technical construction shows
that for any context-free language (satisfying an assumption, which we call tame-pumping)
there exists a regular language with the same downward closure in this ordering. The case of
general context-free languages reduces to this special case since the presence of a non-tame
pump immediately results in a Dyck-violation and can easily be detected in PSPACE. For
the tame-pumping grammars, a succinct description of the corresponding automaton can be
computed in PSPACE. This key observation allows us to replace the context-free languages of
tasks with regular sets, and thereby reduce the problem to checking VASS language inclusion.

Related Work. Language inclusion in Dyck languages is a well-studied problem. For
example, inclusion in a Dyck language can be checked in polynomial time for context-free
languages [26] or for ranges of two-copy tree-to-string transducers [19]. Our work extends the
recent result that the language noninclusion problem for context-bounded multi-pushdown
systems in Dyck languages is NP-complete [1]. Our result is complementary to that of [1]:
their model considers a fixed number of threads but allows the threads to be interrupted and
context-switched a fixed number of times. In contrast, we allow dynamic spawning of threads
but assume each thread is atomically run to completion. A natural open question is whether
our results continue to hold if threads can be interrupted up to a fixed number of times.

Inclusion problems have recently also been studied when both input languages are given
as VASS coverability languages [6]. Since in our setting, the supposedly larger language
is always a Dyck language (which is not a coverablity VASS language), those results are
orthogonal.

2 Language-Theoretic Preliminaries

General Definitions. We assume familiarity with basic language theory, see the textbook [14]
for more details. For an alphabet Σ ⊆ Θ, let πΣ : Θ∗ → Σ∗ denote the projection onto Σ∗. In
other words, for w ∈ Θ∗, the word πΣ(w) is obtained from w by deleting every occurrence of
a letter in Θ \ Σ. If Σ contains few elements, e.g. Σ = {x, y}, then instead of writing π{x,y}
we also write πx,y, leaving out the set brackets. We write |w|Σ for the number of occurrences
of letters x ∈ Σ in w, and similarly |w|x if Σ = {x}.

1 For general VASS, every coverability language is also a reachability language. However, deterministic
VASS with reachability acceptance cannot accept all coverability languages.
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Context-Free Languages. A context-free grammar (CFG) G = (N,Θ, P, S) consists of an
alphabet of nonterminals N , an alphabet of terminals Θ with N ∩ Θ = ∅, a finite set of
productions P ⊆ N × (N ∪ Θ)∗, and the start symbol S ∈ N . We usually write A → v to
denote a production (A, v) ∈ P . The size of the CFG G is defined as |G| =

∑
A→v∈P (|v| + 1).

We denote the derivation relation by ⇒G and its reflexive, transitive closure by ∗⇒G . We
drop the subscript G if it is clear from the context. We also use derivation trees labelled
by N ∪ Θ for derivations of the form A ∗⇒ w for some A ∈ N . Here we start with the root
labelled by A, and whenever we apply a production B → v with v = a1 . . . an, we add n

children labelled by a1, . . . , an (in that order from left to right) to a leaf labelled by B. A
pump is a derivation of the form A ∗⇒ uAv for some nonterminal A. A derivation tree which
is pumpfree, i.e., in which no path contains multiple occurrences of the same nonterminal,
is referred to as a skeleton. We will often see an arbitrary derivation tree as one which is
obtained by inserting pumps into a skeleton.

The language L(G, A) of G starting from nonterminal A ∈ N contains all words w ∈ Θ∗

such that there exists a derivation A ∗⇒G w. The language of G is L(G) = L(G, S). A
context-free language (CFL) L is a language for which there exists a CFG G with L = L(G).

A CFG G = (N,Θ, P, S) is said to be in Chomsky normal form if all of its productions
have one of the forms A → BC, A → a, or S → ε, where B,C ∈ N \ {S}, a ∈ Θ, and the
last form only occurs if ε ∈ L(G). It is well known that every CFG can be transformed in
polynomial time into one in Chomsky normal form with the same language.

An extended context-free grammar (ECFG) G = (N,Θ, P, S) is a CFG, which may addi-
tionally have productions of the form A → Γ∗ ∈ P for some alphabet Γ ⊆ Θ. Productions
of this form induce derivations uAs ⇒G uvs, where u, s ∈ (N ∪ Θ)∗ and v ∈ Γ∗. Chomsky
normal form for ECFG is defined as for CFG, but also allows productions of the form A → Γ∗.
An ECFG can still be transformed into Chomsky normal form using the same algorithm as for
a CFG, treating expressions Γ∗ like single terminal symbols. Since the extended productions
can be simulated by conventional CFG productions, the language of an ECFG is still a CFL.

Dyck Language. Let X be an alphabet and let X̄ = {x̄ | x ∈ X} be a disjoint copy of X.
The Dyck language (over X) DyckX ⊆ (X ∪ X̄)∗ is defined by the following context-free
grammar:

S → ε | S → SS | S → xSx̄ for x ∈ X.

Let Θ ⊇ X ∪ X̄ be an alphabet. For w ∈ Θ∗ we define offset(w) = |w|X − |w|X̄ . A
language L ⊆ Θ∗ is called offset-uniform if for any u, v ∈ L, we have offset(u) = offset(v).

The dip of w ∈ Θ∗ is defined as dip(w) = max{−offset(u) | u is a prefix of w}. We define
e(w) = (dip(w), offset(w)). Observe that for w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗ with |X| = 1 we have w ∈ DyckX

if and only if e(w) = (0, 0).
A language L ⊆ (X ∪ X̄)∗ is not included in DyckX if and only if there exists a word

w ∈ L that satisfies one of the following violation conditions [23]:
(OV) an offset violation offset(w) ̸= 0,
(DV) a dip violation, where dip(w) > 0, i.e., there is a prefix u of w with offset(u) < 0, or
(MV) a mismatch violation, where there exists a pair x, ȳ (for some x ̸= y) of mismatched

letters in w, i.e., w contains an infix xvȳ where e(v) = (0, 0).
For example, w1 = xx̄x̄x has a dip violation due to the prefix u = xx̄x̄; w2 = xxx̄ has an
offset violation and w3 = xxx̄ȳ has a mismatch violation.

ICALP 2023
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3 Asynchronous Programs

An asynchronous program [10], henceforth simply called a program, is a tuple P = (Q, Σ, Γ,
G, ∆, q0, qf , γ0), where Q is a finite set of global states, Σ is an alphabet of event letters, Γ is
an alphabet of handler names with Σ ∩ Γ = ∅, G is a CFG over the terminal symbols Σ ∪ Γ,
∆ is a finite set of transition rules (described below), q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, qf ∈ Q is the
final state, and γ0 is the initial handler.

Transition rules in ∆ are of the form q
a,A
↪−−→ q′, where q, q′ ∈ Q are global states, a ∈ Γ is

a handler name, and A is a nonterminal symbol in G.
Let M[S] denote the set of all multisets of elements from the set S. A configuration

(q,m) ∈ Q× M[Γ] of P consists of a global state q and a multiset m : Γ → N of pending
handler instances. The initial configuration of P is c0 = (q0, [[γ0]]), where [[γ0]] denotes the
singleton multiset containing γ0. A configuration is considered final if its global state is qf .
The rules in ∆ induce a transition relation on configurations of P: We have (q,m) w−→ (q′,m′)
iff there is a rule q

a,A
↪−−→ q′ ∈ ∆ and a word u ∈ L(G, A) such that πΣ(u) = w and

m′ = (m ⊖ [[a]]) ⊕ Parikh(πΓ(u)), where m′′ = m ⊕ m′ is the multiset which satisfies
m′′(a) = m′(a) + m(a) for each a ∈ Γ. Similarly m′′ = m ⊖ m′ is the multiset which satisfies
m′′(a) = m′(a) − m(a) for each a ∈ Γ with the implicit assumption that m′(a) ≥ m(a).
Here, Parikh(w) : Γ → N is the Parikh image of w that maps each handler in Γ to its number
of occurrences in w. Note that the transition is feasible only if m contains at least one
instance of the handler a.

Intuitively, a program consists of a set of atomic event handlers that communicate over a
shared global state Q. Each handler is a piece of sequential code that generates a word over
a set of events Σ and, in addition, posts new instances of handlers from Γ. A configuration
(q,m) represents the current value of the shared state q and a task buffer m containing the
posted, but not yet executed, handlers. At each step, a scheduler non-deterministically picks
and removes a handler from the multiset of posted handlers and “runs” it. Running a handler
changes the global state and produces a sequence of events over Σ as well as a multiset of
newly posted handlers. The newly posted handlers are added to the task buffer.

We consider asynchronous programs as generators of words over the set of events. A
run of P is a finite sequence of configurations c0 = (q0, [[γ0]]) w1−−→ c1

w2−−→ . . .
wℓ−−→ cℓ. It is an

accepting run if it ends in a final configuration.
The language of P is defined as

L(P) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | w = w1 · · ·wℓ, there is an accepting run c0
w1−−→ . . .

wℓ−−→ cℓ}.

The size of the program P is defined as |P| = |Q| + |G| + |∆|, i.e., the combined size of
states, grammar, and transitions.

The Dyck inclusion problem for programs asks, given a program P over a set (X ∪ X̄) of
events, whether every word in L(P) belongs to the Dyck language DyckX . We show the
following main result.

▶ Theorem 3.1 (Main Theorem). Given a program P with L(P) ⊆ (X ∪ X̄)∗, deciding if
L(P) ⊆ DyckX is EXPSPACE-complete.

EXPSPACE-hardness follows easily from the following result on language emptiness (by
simply adding a loop with a letter x̄ ∈ X̄ at the final state). Therefore, the rest of the paper
focuses on the EXPSPACE upper bound.

▶ Proposition 3.2 (Theorem 6.2, Ganty and Majumdar [10]). Given a program P, checking
if L(P) = ∅ is EXPSPACE-complete.
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A nonterminal B in the grammar G of a program P is called useful if there exists a run ρ
of P reaching qf in which there exists a derivation tree containing B. More precisely, there
are two successive configurations (q,m) w−→ (q′,m′) in ρ such that there is a rule q

a,A
↪−−→ q′

and a word u ∈ L(G, A) with πΣ(u) = w, m′ = (m ⊖ [[a]]) ⊕ Parikh(πΓ(u)), and B occurs in
some derivation tree with root A and yield u. There is a simple reduction from checking if a
nonterminal is useful to checking language emptiness (see the full version) so we can check if
a nonterminal is useful also in EXPSPACE. Therefore, in the following, we shall assume that
all nonterminals are useful.

4 Checking Dyck Inclusion for VASS Coverability Languages

As a first technical construction, we show how to check Dyck inclusion for (succinctly defined)
VASS languages. We shall reduce the problem for programs to this case.

4.1 Models: VASS and Succinct Versions
Vector Addition Systems with States. A vector addition system with states (VASS) is a
tuple V = (Q,Σ, I, E, q0, qf ) where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite alphabet of input
letters, I is a finite set of counters, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, qf ∈ Q is the final state, and E
is a finite set of edges of the form q

x,δ−−→ q′, where q, q′ ∈ Q, x ∈ Σ∪{ε}, and δ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}I .2
A configuration of V is a pair (q,u) ∈ Q× M[I]. The elements of M[I] and {−1, 0, 1}I

can also be seen as vectors of length |I| over N and {−1, 0, 1}, respectively, and we sometimes
denote them as such. The edges in E induce a transition relation on configurations: there is a
transition (q,u) x−→ (q′,u′) if there is an edge q x,δ−−→ q′ in E such that u′(i) = u(i) + δ(i) ≥ 0
for all i ∈ I. A run of the VASS is a finite sequence of configurations c0

x1−→ c1
x2−→ . . .

xℓ−→ cℓ

where c0 = (q0,0). A run is said to reach a state q ∈ Q if the last configuration in the run is
of the form (q,m) for some multiset m. An accepting run is a run whose final configuration
has state qf . The (coverability) language of V is defined as

L(V) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | there exists a run (q0, 0) = c0
x1−→ . . .

xℓ−→ cℓ = (qf , u) with w = x1 · · · xℓ}.

The size of the VASS V is defined as |V| = |I| · |E|.

Models with Succinct Control. In this paper we need various models with doubly succinct
control, i.e., models with doubly exponentially many states. Informally speaking, a machine
with finite control B, e.g. an NFA or a VASS, is doubly succinct if its set of control states is ΛM

where M ∈ N is an exponential number given in binary encoding, and Λ is a finite alphabet.
The initial and final state of B are the states 0M and 1M for some letters 0, 1 ∈ Λ. Finally,
the transitions of B are given by finite-state transducers T , i.e., asynchronous multitape
automata recognizing relations R ⊆ (ΛM )k. For example, a doubly succinct NFA (dsNFA in
short) contains binary transducers Ta for each a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} where Σ is the input alphabet,
and B contains a transition p

x−→ q if and only if (p, q) is accepted by Tx. A doubly succinct
VASS (dsVASS, for short) contains binary transducers Tx,i, Tx,̄i, Tx,ε for each x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}
and i ∈ I, where I is the set of counters. A state pair (p, q) accepted by Tx,i specifies

2 A more general definition of VASS would allow each transition to add an arbitrary vector over the
integers. We instead restrict ourselves to the set {−1, 0, 1}, since this suffices for our purposes, and the
EXPSPACE-hardness result by Lipton [18] already holds for VASS of this form.

ICALP 2023
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a transition p
x,ei−−→ q in B, where ei only increments counter i and leaves other counters

the same. Similarly Tx,̄i and Tx,ε specify decrementing transitions and transitions without
counter updates.

Later we will also use (singly) succinct ECFGs, which are extended context-free grammars
whose set of nonterminals is ΛM where M is a unary encoded number. The set of productions
is given in a suitable fashion by transducers. Let us remark that the precise definition of
(doubly) succinct automata or grammars is not important for our paper, e.g. one could also
use circuits instead of transducers to specify the transitions/productions.

4.2 Checking Dyck Inclusion for dsVASS
We prove our first technical contribution: an EXPSPACE procedure to check non-inclusion of
a VASS language in a Dyck language. This involves checking if one of (OV), (DV), or (MV)
occurs. We begin by showing how these violations can be detected for a (non-succinct) VASS.

To this end, first we show that offset-uniformity of a VASS language implies a doubly
exponential bound B on the offset values for prefixes of accepted words (Theorem 4.1). Given
an alphabet X and a number k ∈ N, we define the language

B(X, k) = {w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗ | for every prefix v of w: |offset(v)| ≤ k}.

▶ Theorem 4.1. Let V be a VASS with L(V) ⊆ (X ∪ X̄)∗. If L(V) is offset-uniform, then
L(V) ⊆ B(X, 22p(|V|)) for some polynomial function p.

Proof. Let V = (Q,X ∪ X̄, I, E, q0, qf ) be a VASS where L(V) ̸= ∅ is offset-uniform. The
unique offset of L(V) is bounded double exponentially in |V| since L(V) contains some word
that is at most double exponentially long, a fact that follows from Rackoff’s bound on
covering runs [22]. Let C ⊆ Q× M[I] be the set of configurations that are reachable from
(q0,0) and from which the final state can be reached. Observe that for any configuration
c ∈ C the language L(c) = {w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗ | ∃u : c w−→ (qf ,u)} is also offset-uniform since
L(c) ⊆ {w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗ | vw ∈ L(V)} where v ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗ is any word with (q0,0) v−→ c.
Define the function f : C → Z where f(c) is the unique offset of the words in L(c). It remains
to show that |f(c)| is bounded double exponentially for all c ∈ C.

Let M be the set of all configurations from which the final state can be reached (hence
C ⊆ M). Consider the following order on VASS configurations Q × M[I]: (q,u) ≤ (q′,u′)
iff q = q′ and u(i) ≤ u′(i) for each i ∈ I. The cardinality of the set min(M) of minimal
elements in M with respect to this order is bounded doubly exponentially in the size of V.
This follows directly from the fact that Rackoff’s doubly-exponential bound [22] on the length
of a covering run does not depend on the start configuration (but only the size of the VASS
and the final configuration). An explicit bound for | min(M)| is given in [4, Theorem 2].

Observe that if c1 ∈ M and c2 ∈ C with c1 ≤ c2 then L(c1) ⊆ L(c2) and therefore
L(c1) is also offset-uniform, having the same offset as L(c2). Hence, if for two configurations
c1, c2 ∈ C there exists a configuration c ∈ M with c ≤ c1 and c ≤ c2, then f(c1) = f(c2).
Since for every c2 ∈ C there exists c1 ∈ min(M) with c1 ≤ c2, the function f can only assume
doubly exponentially many values on C.

Finally, we claim that f(C) ⊆ Z is an interval containing 0, which proves that the norms
of elements in f(C) are bounded by the number of different values, i.e., double exponentially.
Since we assumed L(V) ̸= ∅, some final configuration (qf ,u) ∈ C is reachable from (q0,0), and
therefore 0 ∈ f(C) since ε ∈ L((qf ,u)). Consider the configuration graph C of V restricted
to C. For any edge c1 → c2 in C we have |f(c1) − f(c2)| ≤ 1 since VASS transitions consume
at most one input symbol. Moreover, the underlying undirected graph of C is connected
since any configuration is reachable from (q0,0) ∈ C. Therefore f(C) is an interval, which
concludes the proof. ◀
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Note that although B(X, k) is a regular language for each X and k, Theorem 4.1 does not
imply that every offset-uniform VASS language is regular. For example, the VASS language
{(xx̄)m(yȳ)n | m ≥ n} is offset-uniform, but it is not regular. This is because Theorem 4.1
only implies boundedness of the number of occurrences of letters in the input words, but the
VASS’s own counters might be unbounded.

The main consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that in a VASS we can track the offset using a
doubly succinct control state. Thus, we have the following corollary.

▶ Corollary 4.2. The following problems can be decided in EXPSPACE: Given a VASS or
dsVASS V, does offset(w) = 0 hold for all w ∈ L(V)?

Proof. First assume V is a VASS. We show that the problem can be reduced to the
intersection non-emptiness problem for a VASS and a doubly succinct NFA, i.e., given a
VASS V and a doubly succinct NFA A, is the intersection L(V) ∩ L(A) nonempty? One
can construct in polynomial time a doubly succinct VASS for L(V) ∩ L(A), as a product
construction between V and A. Since the emptiness problem for dsVASS is in EXPSPACE
([2, Theorem 5.1]), we can also decide emptiness of L(V) ∩ L(A) in EXPSPACE.

Define the number M = 22p(|V|) where p is the polynomial from Theorem 4.1. Let
K0 = {w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗ | offset(w) = 0}. According to Theorem 4.1, we have L(V) ⊆ K0
if and only if L(V) ⊆ K0 ∩ B(X,M). By the remarks above, it suffices to construct a
doubly succinct NFA for the complement of K0 ∩ B(X,M). The following doubly succinct
deterministic finite automaton A recognizes K0 ∩B(X,M): Given an input word over X∪X̄,
the automaton tracks the current offset in the interval [−M,M ], stored in the control state
as a binary encoding of length logM = 2p(|V|) together with a bit indicating the sign. If
the absolute value of the offset exceeds M , the automaton moves to a rejecting sink state.
The state representing offset 0 is the initial and the only final state. Finally, we complement
A to obtain a doubly succinct NFA Ā, with a unique final state, for the complement of
K0 ∩ B(X,M).

Now assume V is a dsVASS. Using Lipton’s construction simulating doubly exponential
counter values [18], we can construct a (conventional) VASS V ′, size polynomial in |V|, with the
same language (similar to [2, Theorem 5.1]). We can now apply the above construction. ◀

Next, we check for (DV) or (MV), assuming offset uniformity. We will reduce both kinds
of violations to the problem of searching for marked Dyck factors. A word of the form
u#v#̄w is called a marked Dyck factor if u, v, w ∈ {x, x̄}∗ and v ∈ Dyckx.

Intuitively, if a (DV) occurs in a word w, there is a first time that the offset reaches −1.
Placing a #̄ at the place where this happens, and a # right at the beginning, we have a word
of the form #u#̄v where u ∈ Dyckx. Similarly for (MV), we replace two letters z ∈ X and
ȳ ∈ X with z ̸= y by # and #̄, respectively, and look for a word u#v#̄w, where v ∈ Dyckx.

▶ Proposition 4.3. The following problems can be decided in EXPSPACE: Given an offset-
uniform VASS or dsVASS V, does L(V) contain a marked Dyck factor?

Proof. As in Corollary 4.2, given a dsVASS, we can convert to a polynomial-sized VASS with
the same language and apply the following algorithm.

We again reduce to the intersection nonemptiness problem between a VASS and a doubly
succinct NFA, and use the fact that nonemptiness of dsVASS is in EXPSPACE [2, Theorem
5.1]. As above, define the number M = 22p(|V|) where p is the polynomial from Theorem 4.1.
The automaton keeps track of the offset and also verifies that the input has the correct format
u#v#̄w where u, v, w ∈ {x, x̄}∗. Furthermore, upon reaching # it starts tracking the current
offset and verifies that (i) the offset stays nonnegative, (ii) the offset never exceeds 2M ,
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and (iii) the offset is zero when reaching #̄. If L(V) intersects L(A), then clearly V is a
positive instance of the problem. Conversely, assume that L(V) contains a word u#v#̄w
with v ∈ Dyckx. By offset-uniformity of V and by Theorem 4.1, each prefix v′ of v satisfies
offset(v′) = offset(uv′) − offset(u) ≤ M − (−M) = 2M . Therefore u#v#̄w ∈ L(A). ◀

Let us put everything together. Let ρ : (X∪X̄)∗ → {x, x̄}∗ be the morphism that replaces
all letters from X (resp., X̄) by the letter x (resp., x̄). Given a dsVASS V over X ∪ X̄ we
can construct in polynomial time three dsVASS Vo,Vd,Vm where

L(Vo) = ρ(L(V)),
L(Vd) = {#ρ(v)#̄ρ(ȳw) | vȳw ∈ L(V) for some v, w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗, y ∈ X},
L(Vm) = {ρ(u)#ρ(v)#̄ρ(w) | uyvz̄w ∈ L(V) for some u, v, w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗, y ̸= z ∈ X}.

Observe that L(V) ⊆ Dyckx if and only if L(Vo) has uniform offset 0 and L(Vd) and L(Vm)
do not contain marked Dyck factors.

Hence, to decide whether L(V) ⊆ DyckX we first test that L(Vo) has uniform offset
0, using Corollary 4.2, rejecting if not. Otherwise, we can apply Proposition 4.3 to test
whether L(Vd) or L(Vm) contain marked Dyck factors. If one of the tests is positive, we know
L(V) ̸⊆ DyckX , otherwise L(V) ⊆ DyckX .

▶ Theorem 4.4. Given a dsVASS V over the alphabet X∪X̄, checking whether L(V) ⊆ DyckX

is EXPSPACE-complete.

Let us remark that Theorem 4.4 can also be phrased slightly more generally. Above, we
have defined the language of a VASS to be the set of input words for which a final state is
reached. Such languages are also called coverability languages. Another well-studied notion is
the reachability language of a VASS, which consists of those words for which a configuration
(qf ,0) is reached. Moreover, a VASS is deterministic if for each input letter x and each state
q, there is at most one x-labeled transition starting in q (and there are no ε-transitions).
We can now phrase Theorem 4.4 as follows: Given a VASS coverability language K and a
reachability language L of a deterministic VASS, it is EXPSPACE-complete to decide whether
K ⊆ L. This is in contrast to inclusion problems where K is drawn from a subclass of the
coverability languages: This quickly leads to Ackermann-completeness [6]. In fact, even if
we replace DyckX in Theorem 4.4 with the set of prefixes of Dyck{x}, the problem becomes
Ackermann-complete (see the full version of this work).

5 Checking Dyck Inclusion for Programs

We now describe our algorithm for checking inclusion in DyckX for programs. Our argument
is similar to the case of dsVASS: we first construct three auxiliary programs Po, Pd, and
Pm, and then we use them to detect each type of violation in the original program. We
construct the program Po for checking offset violation by projecting the Dyck letters to the
one-dimensional Dyck alphabet {x, x̄}. The programs Pd and Pm are constructed by first
placing two markers like for VASS, and then projecting to {x, x̄}.

As in the algorithm for VASS, we check whether L(Po) has uniform offset 0, and whether
L(Pd) and L(Pm) contain marked Dyck factors. For these checks, we convert the three
programs into dsVASS Vo, Vd, and Vm, respectively, in such a way that violations are preserved.
To be more precise, this conversion from programs to dsVASS will preserve the downward
closure with respect to a specific order that we define below. The global downward closure
procedure is obtained by composing a local downward closure procedure applied to each task.
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On the task level, the order ⊑ is a combination of the subword order on the handler names
in Γ and the syntactic order of DyckX over the event letters. The core technical result is a
transformation from context-free grammars into dsNFA which preserve the downward closure
with respect to ⊑.

One key aspect of our downward closure construction is an important condition on the
pumps that appear in the context-free grammar.

▶ Definition 5.1. A context-free grammar G is tame-pumping if for every pump A ∗⇒ uAv,
we have offset(u) ≥ 0 and offset(v) = −offset(u). A derivation A ∗⇒ uAv is called an
increasing pump if offset(u) > 0, otherwise it is called a zero pump. An asynchronous
program is tame-pumping if its grammar is tame-pumping.

Note that while our definition of a tame-pumping grammar is syntactic, it actually only
depends on the generated language, assuming every nonterminal occurs in a derivation: In
that case, a grammar is tame-pumping if and only if (i) the set of offsets and (ii) the set of
dips of words in its language are both finite.

The following lemma summarizes some properties of tame-pumping and why it is useful
for our algorithm. The proof can be found in the full version.

▶ Lemma 5.2.
1. We can check in coNP whether a given context-free grammar over {x, x̄} is tame-pumping.

Furthermore, given a nonterminal A0, we can check in NP whether A0 has a zero pump
(resp., increasing pump).

2. There exists a polynomial p such that, if G is tame-pumping, then for every nonterminal
A of G and every w ∈ L(G, A) we have dip(w) ≤ 2p(|G|).

3. If P does not have tame-pumping, then L(P) ̸⊆ DyckX .
Thus, if P is not tame-pumping, the refinement checking algorithm rejects immediately.

From now on, we assume that P is tame-pumping.

5.1 Combining the subword order and the syntactic order
Suppose Γ is an alphabet and let Θ = Γ ∪ {x, x̄}. Define ā = a for a ∈ Γ. By ≼, we denote
the subword ordering on Γ∗, i.e. u ≼ v if and only if u can be obtained from v by deleting
some letters. Formally there exist words u1, . . . , un, v0, . . . , vn ∈ Γ∗ such that u = u1 · · ·un

and v = v0u1v1 · · ·unvn. For u, v ∈ {x, x̄}∗, we write u ⊴ v if offset(u) = offset(v) and
dip(u) ≥ dip(v). In fact, ⊴ is the syntactic order with respect to the Dyck language, i.e. if
u ⊴ v and rus ∈ Dyckx then rvs ∈ Dyckx for all r, s. We define the ordering ⊑′ on Θ∗ by
z1 ⊑′ z2 if and only if πx,x̄(z1) ⊴ πx,x̄(z2), and πΓ(z1) ≼ πΓ(z2). For example, ax̄xc ⊑′ xabcx̄

because ac is a subword of abc, and both x̄x and xx̄ have offset 0, but x̄x has a larger dip.
Let #, #̄ be two fresh letters, called markers. The set of marked words is defined as

M = Θ∗{ε,#}Θ∗{ε, #̄}Θ∗.

A marked word should be viewed as an infix of a larger word u#v#̄w. The set of admissible
marked words, denoted by A , consists of those words z ∈ M which are an infix of a word
u#v#̄w where v ∈ Dyckx. For example, a marked word u#v is admissible if v is a prefix of
a Dyck word.

On the set of admissible marked words, we define an ordering ⊑. To do so, we first
define for each marked word z ∈ M two words inside(z) and outside(z) in Θ∗ as follows: Let
u, v, w ∈ Θ∗ such that either z = v, z = u#v, z = v#̄w, or z = u#v#̄w. Then we define
inside(z) = v and outside(z) = uw (here, u = ε if it is not part of z, same for w). Given
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two admissible marked words z1, z2 ∈ A we define w ⊑ w′ if and only if z1 and z2 contain
the same markers, and inside(z1) ⊑′ inside(z2), and outside(z1) ⊑′ outside(z2). For example,
ax̄xc#a ⊑ xabcx̄#ab because ax̄xc ⊑′ xabcx̄ and a ⊑′ ab.

For a language L ⊆ M we denote by L↓ the downward closure of L within A with respect
to the ordering ⊑. Thus, we define:

L↓ = {u ∈ A | ∃v ∈ L ∩ A : u ⊑ v}.

▶ Theorem 5.3. Given a tame-pumping CFG G, we can compute in polynomial space a
doubly succinct NFA A such that L(A)↓ = L(G)↓ and |A| is polynomially bounded in |G|.

We explain how to prove Theorem 5.3 in Section 6. Let us make a few remarks. While
downward closed sets with respect to the subword ordering are always regular, this does not
hold for ⊑. Consider the language L = (ax)∗ where a ∈ Γ is a handler name and x ∈ X

is an event letter. Then L↓ consists of all words w ∈ {a, x, x̄}∗ where |w|a ≤ |w|x − |w|x̄,
which is not a regular language. Furthermore, the automaton in Theorem 5.3 may indeed
require double exponentially many states. For example, given a number n, consider the
language L = {ux̄2n#x2n

ū | u ∈ {ax, bx}∗} where Γ = {a, b} is the set of handler names
and X = {x}. Here we define a1a2 · · · an = ān · · · ā2ā1 for a word a1 · · · an ∈ {a, b, x}∗ where
ā = a and b̄ = b. This is generated by a tame-pumping context-free grammar of size linear
in n. However, for any A with L(A)↓ = L↓, projecting to just a and b yields the language
K = {uurev | u ∈ {a, b}∗, |u| ≤ 2n}↓, for which an NFA requires at least 22n states.

Finally, note that the restriction to admissible words is crucial: If we defined the ordering
⊑ on all words of M , then for the tame-pumping language L = {xn#x̄n | n ∈ N}, the
downward closure would not be regular, because an NFA would be unable to preserve the
unbounded offset at the separator #. A key observation in this work is that in combination
with tame pumping, admissibility guarantees that the offset at the borders # and #̄ is
bounded (see Lemma 6.7), which enables a finite automaton to preserve it.

Given a tame-pumping asynchronous program P, we can now compute a dsVASS V
with the same downward closure: Its counters are the handler names a ∈ Γ in P. For each
nonterminal A we apply Theorem 5.3 to GA, which is the grammar of P with start symbol A,
and obtain a dsNFA BA. We replace each transition q

a,A
↪−−→ q′ by the following gadget: First,

it decrements the counter for the handler name a. Next, the gadget simulates the dsNFA BA

where handlers b ∈ Γ are interpreted as counter increments. Finally, when reaching the final
state of BA we can non-deterministically switch to q′.

▶ Corollary 5.4. Given an asynchronous program P with tame-pumping, we can compute in
polynomial space a doubly succinct VASS V such that L(P)↓ = L(V)↓ and |V| is polynomially
bounded in |P|.

The details of the proof are given in the full version.

5.2 The algorithm
We are now ready to explain the whole algorithm. Given an asynchronous program P =
(Q,X ∪ X̄,Γ,G,∆, q0, qf , γ0), we want to check if L(P) ⊆ DyckX . Recall that, wlog, we
can assume all nonterminals are useful, meaning every nonterminal is involved in some
accepting run. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. As a first step, the algorithm
verifies that P is tame-pumping using Lemma 5.2. Next we construct the following auxiliary
asynchronous programs Po, Pd, Pm, to detect offset, dip, and mismatch violations in L(P).
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Algorithm 1 Checking non-inclusion of L(P) in the Dyck language DyckX in EXPSPACE.

1 Asynchronous program P for a language L ⊆ (X ∪ X̄)∗

2 if P does not have tame-pumping (Lemma 5.2) then return L ̸⊆ DyckX ;
3 Construct asynchronous programs Po, Pd, Pm (Equation (1)).
4 Construct dsVASS Vo, Vd, Vm with L(Vx)↓ = L(Px)↓ for x ∈ {o, d,m} (Corollary 5.4).
5 if Vo does not have uniform offset 0 (Corollary 4.2) then return L ̸⊆ DyckX ;
6 if L(Vd) or L(Vm) contains a marked Dyck factor (Proposition 4.3) then return

L ̸⊆ DyckX ;
7 return L ⊆ DyckX

Let ρ : (X ∪ X̄)∗ → {x, x̄}∗ be the morphism which replaces all letters in X by unique letter
x and all letters in X̄ by unique letter x̄. The programs Po, Pd, Pm recognize the following
languages over the alphabet {x, x̄,#, #̄}:

L(Po) = {ρ(w) | w ∈ L(P)},
L(Pd) = {#ρ(v)#̄ρ(ȳw) | vȳw ∈ L(P) for some v, w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗, y ∈ X},
L(Pm) = {ρ(u)#ρ(v)#̄ρ(w) | uyvz̄w ∈ L(P),

for some u, v, w ∈ (X ∪ X̄)∗, y ̸= z ∈ X}.

(1)

In fact, if the original asynchronous program P is tame-pumping, we can ensure that Po,
Pd, Pm are also tame-pumping (see the full version for details).

It remains to verify whether L(Po) has uniform offset 0, and L(Pd) and L(Pm) do
not contain marked Dyck factors. By Corollary 5.4 we can compute for each x ∈ {o, d,m}
a dsVASS Vx with L(Vx)↓ = L(Px)↓. Since ⊑ preserves offsets we know that L(Po) has
uniform offset 0 if and only if L(Vo) has uniform offset 0, which can be decided in exponential
space by Corollary 4.2. Finally, we check whether L(Vd) or L(Vm) contain a marked Dyck
factor by Proposition 4.3. This is correct, because a language L contains a marked Dyck
factor if and only if L↓ contains a marked Dyck factor: On the one hand, the “only if”
direction is clear because L ⊆ L↓. On the other hand, if u#v#̄w ∈ L↓ is a marked Dyck
word then there exists a word u′#v′#̄w′ ∈ L with v ⊴ v′, and therefore v′ ∈ Dyckx.

6 Computing Downward Closures and the Proof of Theorem 5.3

It remains to show how the automaton A for the downward closure in Theorem 5.3 is
constructed. As a warm-up, let us illustrate how to construct from a context-free grammar G
an NFA A for the subword closure of L(G), cf. [5]. Here, subword closure refers to the
downward closure with respect to the subword ordering ≼. Notice that this is a special
case of Theorem 5.3, namely where L(G) ⊆ Γ∗. The basic idea is that every derivation
tree of G can be obtained by inserting pumps into a skeleton – a derivation tree without
vertical repetitions of nonterminals. The skeleton can be guessed by an (exponentially large)
automaton A and the effects of pumps are abstracted as follows: For each nonterminal A
one can compute the subalphabets ΓA,L,ΓA,R ⊆ Γ containing all letters occurring on the left
side u and the right side v of a pump A ∗⇒ uAv. Instead of inserting pumps, the automaton
for the subword closure inserts arbitrary words u′ ∈ Γ∗

A,L and v′ ∈ Γ∗
A,R on the left or right

side of A, respectively. This is sufficient because for any word w, the subword closure of the
language w∗ contains exactly those words that consist only of letters present in w.
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# #

=⇒

# #

=⇒

# #

Figure 1 Abstracting undivided pumps (in blue) and divided pumps (in red).

The difficulty in proving Theorem 5.3 is to preserve, not only the subword closure, but
also the downward closure with respect to the syntactic order ⊴ on the letters {x, x̄}. To
do so, we need to distinguish between two types of pumps. Consider the derivation tree for
a marked word z = u#v#̄w, depicted left in Figure 1. Observe that removing one of the
three pumps in blue does not change the offset of inside(z) = v or outside(z) = uw, because
G is tame-pumping. Such pumps, which are completely contained in inside(z) or outside(z),
will be called undivided. However, one needs to be more careful when removing divided
pumps, e.g., the red pump in the second derivation tree of Figure 1. Removing the red pump
decreases the offset of outside(z), while increasing the offset of inside(z) by the same amount.

We will proceed in two transformations, which preserve the downward closure w.r.t. ⊑.
In the first transformation we obtain a grammar whose derivation trees do not contain any
undivided pumps. In the second step we additionally eliminate divided pumps.

6.1 Abstracting undivided pumps
Recall that M = Θ∗{#, ε}Θ∗{#̄, ε}Θ∗ where Θ = Γ ∪ {x, x̄}. In the following we only
consider uniformly marked grammars G, that is, we assume L(G) is contained in one of the
subsets Θ∗#Θ∗#̄Θ∗, Θ∗#Θ∗, Θ∗#̄Θ∗, or Θ∗. This is not a restriction since we can split
the given grammar G into four individual grammars, covering the four types of marked
words, and treat them separately. This allows us to partition the set of nonterminals N into
N##̄ ∪N# ∪N#̄ ∪N0 where N##̄-nonterminals only produce marked words in Θ∗#Θ∗#̄Θ∗,
N#-nonterminals only produce marked words in Θ∗#Θ∗, etc. A pump A ∗⇒ uAv is undivided
if A ∈ N##̄ ∪N0, and divided otherwise. Our first goal will be to eliminate undivided pumps.
A derivation tree without undivided pumps may still contain exponentially large subtrees
below N0-nonterminals. Such subtrees will also be “flattened” in this step, see the first
transformation step in Figure 1.

▶ Definition 6.1. A context-free grammar G = (N,Θ ∪ {#, #̄}, P, S) is almost-pumpfree iff
(C1) G does not have undivided pumps, and
(C2) for all productions A → α with A ∈ N0 either α = a ∈ Θ or α = (Γ′)∗ for some Γ′ ⊆ Γ.

We will now explain how to turn any uniformly marked CFG into an almost-pumpfree
one. The resulting (extended) grammar will be exponentially large but can be represented
succinctly. Recall that a succinct ECFG (sECFG) is an extended context-free grammar
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G whose nonterminals are polynomially long strings and whose productions are given by
finite-state transducers. For example, one of the transducers accepts the finite relation
of all triples (A,B,C) such that there exists a production A → BC. Productions either
adhere to Chomsky normal form or have the form A → B. The latter enables us to simulate
PSPACE-computations in the grammar without side effects, see Observation 6.5 below.

▶ Proposition 6.2. Given a uniformly marked tame-pumping CFG G, one can compute in
polynomial space a tame-pumping almost-pumpfree sECFG G′ such that L(G)↓ = L(G′)↓ and
|G′| is polynomially bounded in |G|.

To prove Proposition 6.2, we first need some auxiliary results, which are mainly concerned
with computing the minimal dips and letter occurrences within undivided pumps of a
grammar G. Recall that for the subword closure we computed for each nonterminal A the
subalphabets ΓL,A and ΓR,A, and inserted arbitrary words over ΓL,A and ΓR,A left and right
to the nonterminal A. For the refined order ⊑ we may only use a letter a ∈ Γ after simulating
the minimal dip which is required to produce the letter a.

For a word w ∈ Θ∗ we define the set ψ(w) of all pairs (n,m) ∈ N2 such that n ≥ dip(w)
and m = n + offset(w). In other words, ψ(w) is the reachability relation induced by w,
interpreted as counter instructions. Recall that Presburger arithmetic is the first-order theory
of (N,+, <, 0, 1). As an auxiliary step, we will compute existential Presburger formulas
capturing the relation ψ(u) × ψ(v) for all pumps A ∗⇒ uAv of a nonterminal A.

In the following lemma, when we say that we can compute a formula for a relation R ⊆ Nk

in polynomial space, we mean that there is non-deterministic polynomial-space algorithm,
where each non-deterministic branch computes a polynomial-size formula for a relation Ri

such that if R1, . . . , Rn are the relations of all the branches, then R =
⋃n

i=1 Ri. Here we
tacitly use the fact that NPSPACE = PSPACE [24].

▶ Lemma 6.3. Given an offset-uniform CFG with L(G) ⊆ Θ∗$Θ∗, where $ /∈ Θ, we can
compute in polynomial space an existential Presburger formula for the relation⋃

u$v∈L

ψ(u) × ψ(v) ⊆ N4.

Proof sketch. The result of Lemma 6.3 was already proved in [1, Proposition 3.8], under the
additional assumption that the given context-free grammar G for L is annotated (they even
show that in this case the formula can be computed in NP). We call G annotated if for every
nonterminal A the minimal dip that can be achieved by a word in L(G, A) is given as an
input, denoted by mindip(A). Hence, it remains to show how to compute the annotation of
an offset-uniform grammar in PSPACE, which is possible using a simple saturation algorithm.
For each nonterminal A, the algorithm stores a number D(A) satisfying D(A) ≥ mindip(A).
Initially, D(A) is set to an upper bound for mindip(A), which by Lemma 5.2 (2) can be chosen
to be exponentially large in |G|. In each round the function D is updated as follows: For each
production A → BC we set D(A) to the minimum of D(A) and max{D(B), D(C)−offset(B)},
where offset(B) is the unique offset of L(G, B). Clearly, the algorithm can be implemented in
polynomial space since the numbers are bounded exponentially. Termination of the algorithm
is guaranteed since the numbers D(A) are non-increasing. ◀

With Lemma 6.3 in hand, we can now prove the following lemma, which allows us to
check whether pumps with certain letter occurrences exist for certain minimal dips.
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▶ Lemma 6.4. Given a tame-pumping CFG G such that L(G) ⊆ M , a nonterminal A in
G, a letter a ∈ Γ and two numbers dL, dR ∈ N, we can decide in PSPACE if there exists a
derivation A ∗⇒ uAv such that u contains the letter a (or symmetrically, whether v contains
the letter a), dip(u) ≤ dL, and dip(v) ≤ dR. Furthermore, we can also decide in PSPACE
whether a derivation with the above properties exists that also satisfies offset(u) > 0.

Proof sketch. We first construct the CFG GA for the language of pumps of the nonterminal
A, meaning for L(GA) = {u$v | A ∗⇒G uAv}. Then we intersect with the regular language
Θ∗aΘ∗$Θ∗, and apply Lemma 6.3 to the resulting grammar. This is possible, because
tame-pumping implies that the grammar for the pumps has a uniform offset of zero. We can
modify the resulting Presburger formula from Lemma 6.3 to check for the required dips, and
modify it further to check for the positive offset for u. Finally, we use the fact that testing
satisfiability of an existential Presburger formula is in NP [3]. ◀

Now we are almost ready to prove Proposition 6.2. The last thing we need is for an
sECFG to perform PSPACE-computations on paths in its derivation trees:

▶ Observation 6.5. An sECFG can simulate PSPACE-computations on exponentially long
paths in its derivation trees. This is because the nonterminals are polynomially long strings and
can therefore act as polynomial space Turing tape configurations. Moreover, the transducers
of the sECFG can easily be constructed to enforce the step-relation of a Turing machine. If we
apply this enforcement to productions of the form A → B, then the path that simulates the
PSPACE-computation will not even have any additional side paths until after the computation
is complete. Thus, only the result of the computation will affect the derived word.

Since grammars and transducers are non-deterministic (and NPSPACE = PSPACE), we
can even implement non-determinism and guessing within such computations.

We are ready to present a proof sketch of Proposition 6.2. The main idea is that G′

simulates derivation trees of G by keeping track of at most polynomially many nodes, and
abstracting away pumps via the previous auxiliary results.

If a nonterminal A of G does not belong to N0 (i.e., it produces a marker), then G′ guesses
a production A → BC to apply. If A furthermore belongs to N##̄, then G′ also guesses
a pump to apply in the form of a 4-tuple consisting of two dip values dL, dR ∈ N and two
alphabets ΓL,ΓR ⊆ Γ. Guessing and storing the dip values is possible in PSPACE, since
they are exponentially bounded by Lemma 5.2 (2). For each a ∈ ΓL, Lemma 6.4 is used
on input A, a, dL, dR to check in PSPACE whether a matching pump exists. A symmetric
version of Lemma 6.4 is also used for each a ∈ ΓR. Then, if all checks succeed, G′ simulates
the pump as A → x̄dLxdLΓ∗

LBCx̄
dRxdRΓ∗

R. This simulation clearly preserves minimal dips and
handler names, whereas by tame-pumping the combined offset of a pump is zero anyway,
and therefore need not be computed.

If a nonterminal A belongs to N0, then G′ abstracts away its entire subtree. To this
end it generates a pumpfree subtree on-the-fly using depth-first search, which is possible in
PSPACE since without pumps the tree has polynomial height. During this process pumps
are simulated using the same strategy as before.

We also need to ensure that nonterminals of G′ in N0 only have productions that allow
for a single leaf node below them. To this end G′ only ever derives letters and alphabets
Γ′∗ one at a time. Consider the up to two main paths in a derivation tree of G′, by which
we mean the paths leading from the root to a marker. Whenever G′ simulates a pump as
A → u′Av′ in the above process, it extends the main path by |uv| and in each step only
derives a single nonterminal from N0 to the left or right. When G′ abstracts an entire subtree
of a nonterminal in N0, then this subtree is also produced to the left or right of the main
path, without leaving said path.
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Additionally, whenever G′ simulates a pump of some A, then G′ assumes that this pump is
the combination of all pumps that occur in the original derivation tree for that instance of A.
Thus, below such a pump, it remembers in polynomial space, that A is not allowed to occur
anymore. Finally, whenever G′ checks by Lemma 6.4 that a pump exists with offset(u) > 0,
then this is a so-called increasing pump, and it can be repeated to achieve an infix with
arbitrary high offset. Thus, dip values below this pump cannot make up for this offset and
therefore will no longer be simulated.

6.2 Abstracting divided pumps
We have now removed all the undivided pumps and are left with derivation trees as in the
middle picture of Figure 1. In this subsection, we will show the following:

▶ Lemma 6.6. Given a tame-pumping almost-pumpfree sECFG G with L(G) ⊆ M , one can
construct in polynomial space a dsNFA B such that L(B)↓ = L(G)↓ and |B| is polynomially
bounded in |G|.

We give a proof sketch here, the details can be found in the full version of the paper. Our
starting point in the proof of Lemma 6.6 is the following key observation: The offsets which
occur during the production of any admissible marked word w which contains exactly one
marker are bounded. This allows us to keep track of the offset precisely, which is necessary
for us to solve the marked Dyck factor (MDF) problem.

For a node t in a derivation tree T , let w(t) denote the word derived by the subtree
rooted at t and let u(t) = inside(w(t)), v(t) = outside(w(t)).

▶ Lemma 6.7. There exists a polynomial p such that for any uniformly marked, tame-
pumping, almost-pumpfree sECFG G the following holds. Let T be a derivation tree of G
which produces an admissible marked word containing # or #̄, but not both. Then we have
|offset(u(t))|, |offset(v(t))| ≤ 2p(|G|).

Proof. We consider the case when the word derived is of the form u#v, the case for v#̄w
being symmetric. Our derivation tree T has a skeleton T ′ into which pumps are inserted to
form T . This means u#v = u′

kûk · · ·u′
1û1u

′
0#v′

0v̂1v
′
1 · · · v̂kv

′
k, where u′

k · · ·u′
0#v′

0 · · · v′
k is the

word generated by T ′ and each pair (ûi, v̂i) is derived using a pump. Then we have

offset(u) =

=:U0︷ ︸︸ ︷
offset(u′

k · · ·u′
0) +

=:U1︷ ︸︸ ︷
k∑

i=1
offset(ûi),

offset(v) = offset(v′
0 · · · v′

k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:V0

+
k∑

i=1
offset(v̂i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:V1

.

We claim that each of the numbers |U0|, |U1|, |V0|, |V1| is bounded by n(G), the number of
nonterminals of G. This clearly implies the lemma: Since G is a succinct grammar, it has
at most exponentially many nonterminals in the size of its description. We begin with
U0, V0. The tree T ′ contains each nonterminal of G at most once, and by property (C2) in
Definition 6.1, we know that the subtree under each nonterminal in T ′ not containing # has
offset −1, 0, or 1. Thus, |U0|, |V0| ≤ n(G). The bound on |U1|, |V1| is due to admissibility
of u#v: It yields V0 + V1 = offset(v) ≥ 0 and thus V1 ≥ −V0. Moreover, by tame-pumping,
we know that offset(v̂i) ≤ 0 for each i ∈ [1, k], and thus V1 ≤ 0. Together, we obtain
V1 ∈ [−V0, 0]. Finally, tame-pumping also implies offset(ûi) = −offset(v̂i) for each i ∈ [1, k]
and hence U1 = −V1. ◀
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▶ Remark 6.8. Note that the bound only holds under the condition of admissibility. An easy
counterexample is the tame-pumping language L = {xn#x̄n | n ∈ N}.

The dsNFA B of Lemma 6.6 can now be constructed in three steps as follows:

Step I: Tracking counter effects. We first observe that since G is almost-pumpfree, its
pumps A ∗⇒ uAv can be simulated by a transducer that traverses the derivation tree bottom-
up. Thus, we can construct a singly succinct finite-state transducer TA with size polynomial
in |G| that captures all pumps A ∗⇒ uAv. To be precise, TA accepts exactly those pairs (u, v)
for which A ∗⇒ urevAv. The transducer TA has one state for each nonterminal of G.

Since B will need to preserve offset and dip, we need to expand TA to track them as
well. Here, it is crucial that we only need to do this for A ∈ N# ∪N#̄ and pumps A ∗⇒ uAv

that are used to derive an admissible word. According to Lemma 6.7 tells us that in such
a pump, the absolute values of offsets and dips of u and v are bounded by 2q(|G|) for some
polynomial q. Thus, we can modify TA so as to track the dip and offset of the two words it
reads. Therefore, for each A ∈ N# ∪N#̄ and each quadruple x = (dL, δL, dR, δR) of numbers
with absolute value at most 2q(G), we can construct in PSPACE a transducer TA,x with

(u, v) is accepted by TA,x iff A ∗⇒ urevAv and e(urev) = (dL, δL), and e(v) = (dR, δR).

Moreover, TA,x is singly succinct, polynomial-size, and can be computed in PSPACE. Observe
that by Lemma 6.7, if a pump A ∗⇒ uAv is used in a derivation of an admissible word, then
for some quadruple x, the pair (urev, v) is accepted by TA,x.

Step II: Skeleton runs. The automaton B has to read words from left to right, rather than
two factors in parallel as TA and TA,x do. To this end, it will guess a run of TA,x without
state repetitions; such a run is called a skeleton run. For a fixed skeleton run ρ, the set of
words read in each component of TA,x is of the shape Γ∗

0{a1, ε}Γ∗
1 · · · {ak, ε}Γ∗

k, where each
ai is read in a single step of ρ and Γi is the set of letters from Γ seen in cycles in a state
visited in ρ. Sets of this shape are called ideals [12]. The ideal for the left (right) component
is called the left (right) ideal of the skeleton run. Note that since TA,x has exponentially
many states, the skeleton run is at most exponentially long.

Step III: Putting it together. The dsNFA B guesses and verifies an exponential size skeleton
T of the sECFG G. Moreover, for each node t that is above # or #̄—but not both—it guesses
a quadruple x = (dL, δL, dR, δR) with dL, dR ∈ [0, 2q(|G|)], δL, δR ∈ [−2q(G), 2q(G)] and a skeleton
run ρt of the transducer TA,x, where A is t’s label. The automaton B then traverses the
skeleton T in-order; i.e. node, left subtree, right subtree, node; meaning each inner node is
visited exactly twice. Whenever B visits a node t as above, it produces an arbitrary word
from an ideal of ρt: For the first (resp. second) visit of t, it uses the left (resp. right) ideal
of ρt. Moreover, in addition to the word from the left ideal, B outputs a string w ∈ {x, x̄}∗

with e(w) = (dL, δL), where x = (dL, δL, dR, δR) is the quadruple guessed for t (and similarly
for the right ideal). This way, it preserves offset and dip at the separators # and #̄.

Since the skeleton T has exponentially many nodes (in |G|) and each skeleton run ρt

requires exponentially many bits, the total number of bits that B has to keep in memory is
also bounded by an exponential in |G|.
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